Year 4 - English Remote Education
This Week’s English Lessons

WC: 8.2.21

Spelling:
favourite
different
February
popular
thought
through
Use class based spelling strategies to practice you can also use the look, cover, write example in the SPELLINGS TASK 5.
Grammar: See Grammar Task_5 on Class page
Day:
Monday

Learning Objective:

Lesson:

To use story planner in
an independent piece of
writing.

Using your completed Story Mountain, make a start on your independent writing. Remember to use a pen,
joined up handwriting and use the Success Criteria Card for help.
You should aim to complete your story opening using ideas from sections 1 and 2 in this session.

Tuesday

To use story planner in
an independent piece of
writing.

Using your completed Story Mountain, make a start on you independent writing. Remember to use a pen,
joined up writing and use the Success Criteria Card for help.
You should aim to complete your story ideas from sections 3 and 4 in this session.

Wednesday

Thursday

To finish a piece of
independent writing.
To complete a piece of
independent writing.
Adding edited pieces to
your work.

Using Success Criteria Card help begin your opening paragraphs, aim to be near the end of your plan.
TOP TIP: Use the text to get vocabulary ideas and sentence style ideas.
Today you should re-read your work, using the Success Criteria Card as a check list, make notes of which
of the criteria you have used and think of ways that you could add in missing ones.
Any editing / adjustments should be on a new piece of paper not on your original work

Friday

Edit improve

Working through your writing, cross check against the Success Criteria Card, have you met all the items on
the list.
Your edited work / additions should be separate to your original piece of work, identifying on the original
where and what you have edited. You could use a numbering system to evidence any changes you make.
Once finished cold you prepare to read a section aloud record onto Seesaw

